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1  |  INTRODUC TION

Plant eDNA metabarcoding, i.e. genetic material obtained directly 
from environmental samples (soil, sediment, water, etc.), is emerg-
ing as a robust and versatile approach, finding utility in diverse ap-
plications including herbivore diet analyses (da Silva et al., 2019; De 
Barba et al., 2014; Valentini, Miquel, et al., 2009), investigations in 
plant–pollinator interactions (Baensch et al., 2020; Bell et al., 2019; 
Richardson et al., 2019), assessment of complex food item compo-
sition (Bruno et al., 2019; Frigerio et al., 2020), characterization 

of herbal products (Anthoons et al., 2021; Arulandhu et al., 2019; 
Chen et al., 2010; Xin et al., 2018) and vegetation surveys (Alsos 
et al., 2018; Espinosa Prieto et al., 2023). These eDNA metabar-
coding studies consistently demonstrate that taxonomic resolu-
tion and the number of detected taxa are influenced by the choice 
of primers and markers. While finding a unique and universal plant 
barcoding marker akin to COI for animals remains challenging, 
the literature recognizes several commonly used plant markers 
(Taberlet et al., 2018), encompassing those associated with plastid 
DNA (rbcL, matK, trnL and trnH- psbA) (CBOL Plant Working Group 
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Abstract
As the scope of plant eDNA metabarcoding diversifies, so do the primers, markers and 
methods. A wealth of primers exists today, but their comparative evaluation is lack-
ing behind. Similarly, multi- marker approaches are recommended but debates persist 
regarding barcode complementarity and optimal combinations. After a literature com-
pilation of used primers, we compared in silico 102 primer pairs based on amplicon 
size, coverage and specificity, followed by an experimental evaluation of 15 primer 
pairs on a mock community sample covering 268 plant species and genera, and about 
100 families. The analysis was done for the four most common plant metabarcoding 
markers, rbcL, trnL, ITS1 and ITS2 and their complementarity was assessed based on 
retrieved species. By focusing on existing primers, we identify common designs, pro-
mote alternatives and enhance prior- supported primers for immediate applications. 
The ITS2 was the best- performing marker for flowering vascular plants and was con-
gruent to ITS1. However, the combined taxonomic breadth of ITS2 and rbcL surpassed 
any other combination, highlighting their high complementarity across Streptophyta. 
Overall, our study underscores the significance of comprehensive primer and barcode 
evaluations tailored to metabarcoding applications.
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et al., 2009; Hollingsworth et al., 2011; Kress et al., 2015; Kress 
&	 Erickson,	2007) and nuclear ribosomal DNA (nrDNA) internal 
transcribed spacers (ITS) (Chen et al., 2010; Cheng et al., 2016; 
China Plant BOL Group et al., 2011). Adopting a multi- marker ap-
proach is recommended to increase the taxonomic resolution in 
plant eDNA research (da Silva et al., 2019; Fazekas et al., 2008; 
Kolter et al., 2021). However, the superior running cost associated 
with additional PCR amplifications, higher sequencing depths and 
extended laboratory and bioinformatics worktimes, makes this ap-
proach less cost- effective. Some experimental setups may offer 
promising solutions to reduce costs, such as multiplex PCRs (Bell 
et al., 2017; De Barba et al., 2014), high- level NGS multiplexing 
(da Silva et al., 2019; De Barba et al., 2014) and the use of degen-
erate primer sets (Elbrecht et al., 2019;	Elbrecht	&	Leese,	2017b; 
Tournayre et al., 2020).

As the field of eDNA- based biomonitoring is relatively new and 
rapidly evolving, the methodological selection of primers and mark-
ers still requires validation and customization. This step is influen-
tial in eDNA studies as it directly impacts the taxonomic resolution 
(Kelly et al., 2019; Krehenwinkel et al., 2017; Li et al., 2020; Piñol 
et al., 2019). Original designs are being enhanced (Cheng et al., 2016; 
Moorhouse- Gann et al., 2018) and primers for specific floras are pro-
posed (Coghlan et al., 2020; Drummond et al., 2021), but they lack 
direct comparative evaluations with a consistent metrics. To achieve 
optimal selection and combination of eDNA primers and markers, 
one should consider the following criteria: (i) the amplicon length 
should account for the expected level of DNA degradation in the 
studied environmental sample to increase the probability of detec-
tion and the insert size for NGS sequencing; (ii) the primers should be 
universal for a given taxonomic group, meaning they should ensure 
amplification for every species of this group and only them (Taberlet 
et al., 2018, Chapter 2); (iii) the markers should be able to distinguish 
between closely related taxa (specificity criteria); (iv) because one 
marker is not sufficient in plant eDNA metabarcoding, the choice a 
several markers should optimize their complementarity in order to 
enhance the accuracy and reliability of the identified taxa.

The trade- off between the length of eDNA fragments, its 
prevalence in the environment and the specificity of the barcode 
strongly influence amplification success and the detection of taxa 
(Freeland, 2017). Early on, the recommended average size of me-
tabarcoding	 markers	 for	 eDNA	 was	 around	 150 bp	 (Valentini,	
Pompanon,	&	Taberlet,	2009), but this depends on the nature of the 
environmental sample (environmental matrices); for example, plant 
metabarcoding on soil samples could use whole barcodes of over 
500 bp	 (Fahner	et	 al.,	2016; but see Yoccoz et al., 2012). In water 
samples, the higher occurrence of small DNA fragments contrib-
utes to an elevated read abundance of short amplicons (Bylemans, 
Furlan, et al., 2018). In specific applications dealing with highly de-
graded eDNA, such as ancient DNA or diet metabarcoding, shorter 
barcodes are preferred to enhance PCR success rates (Bylemans, 
Gleeson, et al., 2018; Epp et al., 2012; Taberlet et al., 2007).

Universal primers have the potential to transcend applications 
due to their capacity to amplify a range of plant taxa. A good example 

is primer pair g–h amplifying ~50 bp	of	the	trnL-	UAA	intron	(Taberlet	
et al., 2007), which is used today in ancient DNA studies (Garcés- 
Pastor et al., 2022;	 Jorgensen	et	 al.,	2012; Sønstebø et al., 2010), 
for diet analysis (Baamrane et al., 2012; da Silva et al., 2019; De 
Barba et al., 2014; Valentini, Miquel, et al., 2009), for plant biodiver-
sity assessment in aquatic ecosystems (Alsos et al., 2018; Cannon 
et al., 2016; Revéret et al., 2023; Tsukamoto et al., 2021) and in soil 
samples (Ariza et al., 2023; Fahner et al., 2016; Gaggini et al., 2019; 
Nichols et al., 2018), to cite a few. For a community approach, uni-
versal primers should target highly conserved binding sites com-
mon to all target taxa with minimal to no mismatches (Valentini, 
Pompanon, et al., 2009). A common feature of universal primers is 
the incorporation of degenerate nucleotides, as they accommodate 
for superior taxonomic coverage and help mitigate, to some extent, 
taxa amplification bias in complex environmental samples (Elbrecht 
&	 Leese,	 2017b;	 Kolter	 &	 Gemeinholzer,	 2021; Krehenwinkel 
et al., 2017; Moorhouse- Gann et al., 2018).

The capacity of a marker to resolve closely related species de-
pends on its evolutionary history. Phylogenetic and barcoding stud-
ies have identified several universal plant barcodes (CBOL Plant 
Working Group et al., 2009), but eDNA applications use shorter 
sections of these barcodes at the expense of taxonomic resolu-
tion. Among the traditional plastid markers – matK, rbcL and trnL 
– metabarcoding generally achieves enhanced taxonomic resolution 
through the utilization of longer barcodes, given the limited poly-
morphism of these markers. In contrast, the higher mutation rate of 
the nrDNA ITS2 and its conserved small size (~220 bp)	for	vascular	
plants makes it highly interesting for metabarcoding applications.

The combination of several markers is often used to increase tax-
onomic coverage, resolution and eventually quantitative estimates 
(Richardson et al., 2019). Different markers can exhibit varying de-
grees of specificity across different taxonomic groups, thus ensuring 
better coverage of the plant diversity within a study area (Cannon 
et al., 2016; De Barba et al., 2014). This is especially beneficial in eco-
systems or samples characterized by a high level of species diversity 
(Vasconcelos et al., 2021), as well as when confronting plant groups 
marked by intricate taxonomic relationships (Kuzmina et al., 2018). 
However, determining the best marker combination requires careful 
consideration of marker specificity, PCR efficiency, computational 
demands and cost implications.

Designing and validating primers for metabarcoding neces-
sitate expertise in both computational and wet laboratory tech-
niques (Freeland, 2017). Primers are initially evaluated via in silico 
assessments, followed by in vitro analysis on mock communities or 
eDNA samples. Recognizing that primers were designed using dif-
ferent procedures, we emphasize the necessity of a comprehen-
sive assessment of existing primers within a comparative study, 
using the aforementioned criteria: (i) to establish optimal primer 
pairs based on size, coverage and specificity, and (ii) to ascertain 
the most efficient combination of barcodes for multi- marker me-
tabarcoding. Initially, we conducted a comprehensive search on 
the Web of Science (WOS) for published primer sets employed in 
eDNA- based plant metabarcoding, with a focus extending beyond 
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ecological research. Subsequently, we evaluated their perfor-
mance using in silico PCR against all standard plant sequences 
from the EMBL database and whole plastid genomes from NCBI. 
We then conducted an in vitro metabarcoding assessment using 
a mock community sample encompassing 268 plant species from 
the four predominant plant groups: mosses, ferns, angiosperms 
and gymnosperms. This allowed for the evaluation of the retained 
primers' performance as identified in the in silico evaluation. The 
exhaustive and reproducible evaluation method combining in 
silico and in vitro approaches for four markers and with such a 
large mock community represents an unprecedented work. This 
pioneering methodology was used to offer primer selection rec-
ommendations and to suggest optimal barcode combinations for 
eDNA plant biomonitoring surveys.

2  |  METHODS

2.1  |  Identification of common metabarcoding 
primers

We first searched the online database WOS Core Collection for 
studies on plant DNA metabarcoding from all types of environmen-
tal	samples	(search	date	26	June	2021).	The	search	was	carried	out	
independently for each marker, rbcL, trnL, matK and ITS, with the 
terms ‘plant’ AND ‘metabarcoding’. The query for the ITS contained 
the terms (‘internal transcribed spacer’ OR ‘ITS1’ OR ‘ITS2’) NOT 
‘fung*’. For the rbcL, we added ‘NOT diatoms’. Following a thorough 
examination of titles and abstracts, we meticulously handpicked 
studies that exclusively met the following criteria: (i) analysis of en-
vironmental samples (including faeces, water, soil and sediment) or 
bulk samples like honey and plant- derived products, (ii) targeting 
several taxa and (iii) using high- throughput sequencing (HTS) rather 
than PCR- based detection. Studies on macro-  and microalgae were 
excluded from the list because primers differ from those used for 
Embryophyta. We also discarded primers that were developed for 
specific taxonomic groups, such as Rosaceae (De Barba et al., 2014), 
marine vascular plants (Ortega et al., 2020) and freshwater vascular 
plants (Coghlan et al., 2020). We listed all identified primer pairs and 
incorporated combinations that had not been previously used as a 
pair in the literature.

2.2  |  In silico testing

We first retrieved all available ‘standard’ plant sequences from the 
EMBL database (a total of 3,102,589,278 sequences, sourced from 
EMBL release 143 from March 2020), which we formatted in the 
ITS database following the exact procedure in (Bellemain et al. 2010) 
using the ecoPCR from the package OBITools (Boyer et al., 2016) 
with primers ITS- p5 and ITS- u4 (Cheng et al., 2016). The procedure 
extracted the sequences containing the entire ITS region along with 

the primer binding sites for all evaluated primers and the flanking 
50 nucleotides when available, with a taxonomic focus limited to 
Streptophyta (5670 species, 1229 genera, 227 families; Table S1, 
Appendix S1). In parallel, we acquired the complete plastid ge-
nomes from NCBI (>11,000 sequences, release March 2023 from 
ftp. ncbi. nlm. nih. gov/ refseq/ relea se/ plastid/) and selected one ge-
nome per species within Streptophyta taxa. This curated collection 
of sequences was employed for the in silico evaluation of rbcL and 
trnL primers (10,339 species, 3023 genera, 424 families; Table S1, 
Appendix S1). Both strategies of database curation were used to 
standardize the available sequences, specifically to ensure equal 
representation of complete primer binding sites for all tested primer 
pairs in the reference database. This balanced approach eliminates 
any potential bias in amplification success due to variations in primer 
site availability in public reference databases.

We performed in silico PCRs (ePCR) using ecoPCR functions in-
tegrated within OBITools (Boyer et al., 2016). By assessing both pub-
lished and primer combinations that were never used together before, 
our objective was to identify the most effective pairs. We first eval-
uated amplicon length by conducting ePCRs against the two custom 
databases described earlier, applying the following parameters: (i) a 
maximum allowance of three mismatches between each primer and its 
binding site and (ii) a minimum and maximum amplicon length unique 
for each marker (Appendix S1). The results from all the ePCRs were 
compared and we retained primer combinations yielding ~300- bp long 
amplicons. This mean amplicon length was selected as it would fit most 
applications based on the size of DNA in environmental samples and 
full- length barcodes could be sequenced using standard sequencing 
technologies	(e.g.	Illumina	paired	end	2 × 300).	We	evaluated	barcode	
coverage (Bc) and specificity (Bs) as defined in Ficetola et al. (2010). 
Considering a specific taxonomic rank (e.g. genus or species), the Bc is 
the ratio between the number of amplified taxa and the total number 
of taxa in the reference sequence database, and the Bs is the ratio of 
unambiguously identified taxa over the total number of tested taxa. 
These measures were calculated using ecotaxspecificity and ecotaxstat 
commands, respectively, from OBITools. The Bc index was calculated 
for Streptophyta (NCBI TaxID 35,493), and Bs was calculated using the 
default parameters, wherein a species was unambiguously identified 
if an amplified sequence displayed a minimum nucleotide difference 
of one nucleotide from all other amplified sequences, regardless of 
the length. Subsequently, the melting temperature (Tm) and annealing 
temperature (Ta) for the selected primer pairs were calculated with the 
NEB Tm Calculator v1.15.0 (New England Biolabs, MA, USA) since the 
Q5 High- Fidelity DNA Polymerase (New England Biolabs, MA, USA) 
was used for the in vitro evaluation. The Tm of pairs was considered 
together with the level of degeneracy. Each new combination of prim-
ers was retained if the difference between their Tm was below the rec-
ommended threshold of 5°C, or otherwise if the Ta value was under 
5°C from the Tm of either primer. For those with ambiguous nucleo-
tides, the Ta was compared against the lowest Tm value of the variants. 
Combinations documented in the literature, even with a Tm difference 
surpassing the threshold, were still retained.
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2.3  |  In vitro evaluation: Mock community

2.3.1  |  Sampling,	DNA	isolation	and	mock	
preparation

The primer pairs retained from the in silico evaluation were used to 
amplify a composite DNA community sample (mock community) of 
268 plant species common to the upper Rhin River basin. Because 
closely related plant species could share similar barcodes, we delib-
erately chose only one species per genus, that is, 268 genera based 
on the French taxonomic repository TaxRef version 15 (Gargominy 
et al., 2021). In total, this mock community includes 98 families, 
comprising 241 angiosperms, six gymnosperms, 13 pteridophytes 
and 8 bryophytes. Briefly, DNA was extracted independently for 
every	species	following	an	in-	lab	CTAB	protocol	from	20	to	50 mg	of	
dried leaves from herbarium voucher specimens prepared between 
2020 and 2022 (STR Herbarium, University of Strasbourg). After 
quantification of DNA samples with the Qubit dsDNA HS Assay 
Kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA), the mock community sample was ob-
tained by mixing equal amounts of DNA per species (~5 ng).	To	elimi-
nate PCR inhibitors from CTAB- based DNA extractions, we diluted 
this	mock	community	(2 ng/μL)	and	cleaned	50 μL with the DNeasy 
Plant	Mini	Kit	(Qiagen)	for	a	final	concentration	of	0.79 ng/μL.

2.3.2  |  DNA	amplification

PCRs	for	the	selected	primers	were	carried	out	in	25 μL reaction vol-
umes following recommendations for the Q5 High- Fidelity Polymerase 
by	NEB	with	5 μL	5X	Q5	reaction	buffer	(1X),	1.25 μL of each primer 
(0.5 μM),	 1 μL	 5 mM	 dNTPs	 (200 μM),	 0.25 μL Q5 High- Fidelity 
Polymerase	(0.02 U/μL)	and	2.5 μL template DNA. PCR products were 
visually checked on a 2% agarose gel under UV light. Primers had 
Illumina TruSeq adaptors used by Eurofins Genomics (Luxembourg) 
for MiSeq sequencing, on the 5′ end of forward primers 5'- ACACTCT
TTCCCTACACGACGCTCTTCCGATCT- [primer]- 3′ and on the reverse 
primers 5'- GACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGTGCTCTTCCGATCT- [primer]- 3
′. The length of the adaptors and the primers altogether ranged from 48 
to	59 bp.	The	PCR	conditions	were	the	same	for	each	primer	set	except	
for the annealing temperature (Ta) which varied according to the primer 
pairs.	An	initial	denaturation	at	98°C	for	2 min,	followed	by	30 cycles	of	
98°C	for	5 s,	Ta	for	20 s	and	72°C	for	10 s	and	a	final	extension	of	72°C	
for	2 min.	The	15	PCR	products,	one	for	each	primer	pair	tested,	were	
pooled by three leading to a total of five libraries. Sequencing was done 
by	Eurofins	Genomics	(Luxembourg)	with	MiSeq	2 × 300	bp	at	a	theo-
retical	coverage	of	120 k	reads	per	library.

2.3.3  |  Data	analysis

To evaluate the coverage and specificity of these barcodes under 
a realistic setup, we established a regional database for the 
Alsatian Flora (Eastern France) encompassing the four markers: 

rbcL, trnL, ITS1 and ITS2. It contained sequences from the 268 
species featured in the mock community, when available, as well 
as additional sequences of ~1600 species from the regional flora 
(Table S1, Appendix S1). This approach was chosen because not 
all species from the mock community had public reference se-
quences. The additional closely related species and genera in the 
regional database would allow more representative estimates of 
coverage and specificity that is a marker's capacity to discrimi-
nate between closely related species. Nonetheless, including only 
one species per genera in the mock community might still lead 
to overestimating the taxonomic resolution. Expanding the taxo-
nomic representation within genera could be a valuable avenue for 
future research, allowing a more nuanced assessment of specific-
ity	in	vitro.	Using	the	NSDPY	package	(Hebert	&	Meglécz,	2022), 
we queried all accessions from the EMBL database for the four 
markers for the two lists of species described earlier. The Illumina 
reads were analysed with OBITools for the clearing and filtering 
steps (merge, trim, demultiplex and dereplicate), before taxo-
nomic assignment with the blastn function of BLAST (Altschul 
et al., 1990). Briefly, raw forward and reverse sequences were 
aligned with the function illuminapairedend with a minimum score 
of 30. Successfully aligned sequences were then recovered with 
obigrep while also saving joined sequences in a separate file. We 
use the ngsfitler algorithm to our advantage by virtually adding 
random tags to both ends of each sequence as only one library 
was generated. We then manually demultiplexed sequences based 
on the unique primer pairs with the obigrep function. Once as-
signed to their respective libraries, we dereplicated and denoised 
using obiuniq and obiclean respectively. Of the remaining sequence 
dataset,	 we	 only	 selected	 sequences	 above	 40 bp	 with	 obigrep. 
The resulting sequences were taxonomically assigned with blastn 
from BLAST against DB1600 with a similarity threshold of 95%. 
Finally, the fasta and blast files were passed to MEGAN (Huson 
et al., 2007, 2016) where the BLAST results were filtered through 
a lowest common ancestor (LCA) algorithm. We retained only the 
most significant hits based on two filters: a top- percent filter that 
retained only those hits whose bit scores were within 1% of the 
best score, and a min- score filter that used case- specific bit score 
thresholds to further narrow down the results.

3  |  RESULTS

3.1  |  Common metabarcoding markers and primers

From the literature on plant eDNA metabarcoding (Table S2, 
Appendix S1), we identified 16 rbcL primer pairs (n = 32	studies),	16	
ITS2 (n = 34),	9	ITS1	(n = 10)	and	2	trnL (n = 47).	In	the	case	of	matK, 
we only retrieved six metabarcoding studies using universal plant 
primers and HTS, and four primer pairs. Only a handful of primers 
were used across different applications, for instance, the combina-
tion of the forward primer ITS2- S2F (Chen et al., 2010) with BEL- 3 
(Chiou et al., 2007) and ITS4 (White et al., 1990) has been used in 
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plant eDNA surveys, honey and palynology analyses, studies on 
plant–pollination interactions, diet studies and product composi-
tion analyses (Figure 1). Similarly, rbcL- aF (Hasebe et al., 1994) to-
gether	with	rbcL-	aR	(Kress	&	Erickson,	2007) or with SI- Rev (Kress 
et al., 2009) have been used in the aforementioned applications. For 
the trnL, different combinations of primers c, d, g and h (Taberlet 
et al., 1991, 2007) have been used, but g–h was the most prevalent 
primer and was used for all applications. Metabarcoding primer pairs 
exclusive to plant eDNA surveys include the novel ITS1 primer pair 
ITS1- F/ITS1- R3 (Drummond et al., 2021) along with the ITS2 forward 
primer ITS- u2_F (Banchi et al., 2020) combined with the reverse ITS- 
p4 (Cheng et al., 2016). Additionally, the primer compilation includes 
41 primer pairs designed and used in at least one study at the time 

of our search. The inconsistent naming and referencing of primers 
throughout the literature was apparent from our compilation. The 
same primer can appear with different names; for instance, ITS1- R 
(Pornon et al., 2016) corresponds to primer ITS5 (White et al., 1990). 
An often- cited reverse primer for ITS2, referred to as ITS2- S3R, at-
tributes its origin to Chen et al. (2010), though the primer was origi-
nally designed by Chiou et al. (2007) and named BEL- 3. Although the 
original study was cited in Chen et al. (2010), subsequent studies 
using the primer pair only cited Chen et al. (2010). A similar situa-
tion arises with the primer rbcL- aF, variably referenced under dif-
ferent sources (CBOL Plant Working Group et al., 2009; de Vere 
et al., 2012;	Kress	&	Erickson,	2007; Levin et al., 2003), but all are 
referring to the same primer rbcL- aF (Hasebe et al., 1994).

F I G U R E  1 The	use	of	plant	primers	across	diverse	applications	for	ITS1,	ITS2	and	rbcL markers. Novel metabarcoding primers were 
designed within specific research fields. *, primer variants.

F I G U R E  2 The	map	of	the	primers	that	passed	the	in	silico	tests.	Primers	pairs	(linked)	underwent	subsequent	in	vitro	testing	(letters	a–o).
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6 of 19  |     ESPINOSA PRIETO et al.

3.2  |  In silico analyses

Among the 37 primer pairs for ITS1, 32 for ITS2, 29 for rbcL and 
2 for trnL found in the literature (Table S3, Appendix S1), the sum-
mary statistics on ePCR amplicons allowed to retain 16, 10, 7 and 

2 primer pairs respectively (Figure 2; Table S4, Appendix S1). The 
average amplicon lengths for the retained primer pairs ranged from 
107	to	334 bp	for	rbcL,	49–147 bp	for	trnL (Figure 3),	281–330 bp	for	
ITS1	and	225–309 bp	for	ITS2	(Figure 4). The highest standard devia-
tion	in	amplicon	length	was	observed	for	ITS1	(97–104 bp),	followed	

F I G U R E  3 Mean	amplicon	lengths	of	plastid	markers	in	silico.	Primer	pairs	with	an	average	amplicon	length	below	the	threshold	of	330 bp	
(horizontal red line) were retained for subsequent screenings (black bars). *, MrbcL163- R1.

F I G U R E  4 Mean	amplicon	lengths	of	ITS	markers	in	silico.	The	primer	pairs	with	an	average	amplicon	length	below	the	threshold	of	
315 bp	(horizontal	red	line)	were	retained	for	subsequent	screenings	(black	bars).	*,	ITS1-	F-	new;	**,	18S-	ITS1F-	new.

F I G U R E  5 Coverage	(Bc)	and	specificity	(Bs)	estimated	in	silico	at	different	taxonomic	ranks	for	the	selected	primer	pairs.	*,	18S-	ITS1F-	
new; **, 58S- ITS1R- new; ***, MrbcL163- R1.
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    |  7 of 19ESPINOSA PRIETO et al.

by	ITS2	(32–47 bp),	trnL	(13 bp)	and	rbcL	(0–3 bp).	The	matK primers 
exhibited coverage of up to 70% across the plastid database, with 
a	mean	amplicon	length	averaging	700 bp,	too	long	for	most	eDNA	
studies. Consequently, matK was omitted from subsequent analyses.

The Bc values extrapolated from the ePCR output exhibited com-
parable outcomes among the top four rbcL, all amplifying above 97% 
of the species within the plastid database (Figure 5). Among these, 
the	 longer	334 bp	barcode	generated	with	rbcL4 + SIRev	 (Figure 3) 

F I G U R E  6 The	mean	number	of	
mismatches per primer pair for plastid 
markers across families, calculated as 
the sum of the forward and reverse 
mismatches for all amplified species 
divided by the number of amplified 
species for a given family. Only families 
represented by more than 15 species per 
genus and more than 10 genera per family 
are shown. *, MrbcL163- R1.
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8 of 19  |     ESPINOSA PRIETO et al.

yielded superior Bs values across all taxonomic ranks (Figure 5). 
Conversely,	 the	 primer	 pair	 rbcL-	af + MrbcL163-	R1	 achieved	 a	 re-
markable 99% Bc but had the third lowest Bs value (8%). The per-
formance of the two trnL primer pairs was on par with the best rbcL 
primer pairs in terms of Bc, while exhibiting moderate outcomes in 
terms	of	Bs	values	(13%	and	17%	for	g + h	and	c + h	respectively).	The	
marginal higher Bc values for the trnL	primer	pair	g + h	 (99%)	over	
c + h	(97%)	is	attributable	to	the	non-	amplification	of	ferns	according	
to ePCR conditions (Appendix S2). The trnL barcodes obtained with 
c + h	were	twice	as	long	as	those	generated	with	g + h	(Figure 3) and 
had superior Bs values for all taxonomic ranks, peaking at 17% and 
13% at the rank species respectively (Figure 5).

Despite the broad taxonomic coverage of rbcL and trnL primer 
pairs, the mean total number of mismatches varied greatly across 
families and was specific to each primer pair family (Figure 6). Non- 
flowering vascular plants (conifers and ferns) and mosses (Bryophyta) 
cumulated overall more mismatches than flowering plants. The forward 
rbcL primers 357F, rbcL4 and rbcL- aF covered the majority of seed 
plants (Spermatophyta) with up to one mismatch, which could occur 
at different positions, and other seedless vascular plants and mosses 
with up to three mismatches (Appendix S2). In comparison, reverse 
primers SIRev exhibited a match to most Streptophyta with less than 
one mismatch, while primers R556, R506, R590 and MrbcL163- R1 
required up to three mismatches. To reduce the number of mis-
matches and enhance PCR efficiency across seed plants and other 
lower Streptophyta, we propose the following modifications (in bold 
letters) to the original designs (primers forward (F) and reverse (R) ori-
ented 5′ to 3′): (F) 357F- bis ATTGTRGGTAAYGTDTTTGG, (F) rbcL4- 
bis CTTACBAGYCTTGATCGTTAYAAAGG, (F) rbcLaF- bis ATGTCAC 
CAMAAACAGARACTAAAGC, (R) 556R- bis ACAYTCATAAMMHGCY 
CTACC, and (R) SIRev- bis 5'- GTRAAATCAAGBCCACCRCG- 3′. The trnL 
primer	pair	g + h	had	fewer	mismatches	than	c + h	against	seed	plants.	The	
forward primer c displayed a single mismatch with most Streptophyta, 
typically occurring at the third or seventh nucleotides from the 5′ end. 
For the reverse primer h, while it perfectly matched most seed plants 
with less than one mismatch, we observed variations in some taxa at 
the third and fifth nucleotides from the 5′ end. Their sequences could 
be revised as follows to incorporate our observations across more than 
10,000 seed plants (Appendix S2): c- bis CGRAATYGGTAGACGCTACG 
and h- bis CCDTYGAGTCTCTGCACCTATC. The suggested alterations 
involving degenerate nucleotides for both rbcL and trnL primers should 
not affect their performance since the Ta remains within 5°C and no 
additional secondary structures or dimers were inferred.

The ITS1 primer pairs all amplified 97% of the species from 
the ITS database, encompassing over 5100 species, while the ITS2 
primer pairs exhibited relatively lower Bc values, ranging from 44% 
to 90%. This observed trend is aligned with the taxonomic coverage 
of ITS1 primer pairs, which encompassed most Streptophyta, while 
ITS2 primer pairs mostly covered seed plants (Spermatophyta), 
hence the lower Bc values (Figure 7). Nonetheless, some flower-
ing plant families exhibited more mismatches than others for both 
ITS1 and ITS2, such as Melianthaceae, Orchidaceae, Solanaceae, 
Brassicaceae and Malvaceae. Additionally, specific ITS2 mismatches 

were observed within families such as Nymphaeaceae, Piperaceae 
and Crassulaceae. When assessing species- level Bs, the ITS1 bar-
codes unambiguously identified 82% of the species, while the ITS2 
values ranged between 74% and 78% (Figure 5). At the genus rank, 
ITS1 and ITS2 achieved an identification rate of 97%–98%.

The primer pairs for the ITS2 marker could be categorized into 
three groups. The first group amplified over 75% of the species pres-
ent within the ITS database, including UniPlantF + UniPlantR and 
three primer pairs with 5.8I2 (u4, ITS4 and UniPlantR). The highest 
Bc	values	were	observed	for	the	primer	pairs	5.8I2 + u4	(90%)	and	
5.8I2 + ITS4	 (89%),	 corresponding	 to	 the	 successful	 amplification	
of over 4700 species. However, these two primer pairs cumulated 
up to three mismatches in total, due to the forward primer 5.8I2 
whose binding site lies closer to the ITS2 region (Figure 2). These 
mismatches located at the 3′ end negatively affected the in vitro re-
sults for this primer. The reverse primers ITS4 and u4 shared half of 
their sequence (Figure 2) and perfectly matched most seed plants 
with at most one and two mismatches respectively (Appendix S2). In 
contrast, primer UniPlantF + UniplantR had the third highest Bc and 
amplified most flowering plants without mismatches, conifers with 
two or more mismatches. Mosses were poorly amplified with our 
ePCR conditions (Figure 7; Appendix S2). Our findings are congru-
ent with Kolter et al. (2021) observation that UniPlantF cumulates 
seemingly unnecessary degenerate nucleotides towards the 3′ end. 
Although this does not seem to interfere with our in vitro evaluation, 
we suggest the following simplified version of the primer: UniPlantF- 
bis 5′-  TGTGAATTGCAGRATCCCG- 3′. Only u4 exhibited a perfect 
match with most mosses, consequently accounting for the reduced 
number	of	mismatches	for	the	primer	pair	5.8I1 + u4	in	comparison	
to	5.8I1 + ITS4.

The second group exhibited a moderate species Bc of 60% and 
consisted of primer pairs featuring the reverse 479R. This primer 
is identical to a variant of the degenerate primer UniPlantR except 
for two fewer nucleotides on the 5′ end (Figure 2; Appendix S2). 
Contrary to UniPlantR, the primer 479R does not have degenerate 
nucleotides and cumulates a minimum of two mismatches against 
most seed plants, while the degeneracy of UniPlantR allowed for a 
perfect match across most taxa (Figure 7). Kolter et al. (2021) re-
ported that this version of the primer matched the most taxa against 
their database (c. 72%), a result that we confirmed with the reverse 
479R when allowing up to four mismatches in the ePCR (76%). The 
forward primers ITS2- S2F and UniPlantF had seven nucleotides in 
common (Figure 2), but ITS2- S2F had one more mismatch for some 
families (Figure 7). Kolter et al. (2021) suggested an alternative to 
this primer by introducing degenerate nucleotides, and our results 
also support this suggestion.

The third group exhibited a species- level Bc of 44% and con-
sisted of primer pairs with the reverse ITS- 2R. The reverse primer 
ITS2- 2R targeted the same binding site as 479R and UniPlantR 
(Figure 2). However, ITS2- 2R possesses three additional nucleotides 
on the 5′ end, which resulted in an increased number of mismatches 
surpassing the maximum threshold set for our ePCR conditions, sub-
sequently leading to the omission of certain families. The 3′ end of 
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    |  9 of 19ESPINOSA PRIETO et al.

F I G U R E  7 The	mean	number	of	mismatches	per	primer	pair	for	ITS	markers	across	families,	calculated	as	the	sum	of	the	forward	and	
reverse mismatches for all amplified species divided by the number of amplified species for a given family. Only families represented by 
more than five species per genus and more than five genera per family are shown. *, the forward 18S- ITS1F- new and/or the reverse 58S- 
ITS1R- new (Omelchenko et al., 2019); **, ITS1- F- new (Drummond et al., 2021); ***, the forward UniPlantF and/or the reverse UniPlantR 
(Moorhouse- Gann et al., 2018).
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10 of 19  |     ESPINOSA PRIETO et al.

these three primers played a pivotal role in either facilitating or in-
hibiting the amplification of other Streptophyta (Appendix S2). The 
G on the 3′ end of ITS2- 2R and 479R was present in most seed plants 
but was substituted by a degenerate nucleotide in UniPlantR.

Regarding the forward primers for the ITS1 marker, 
18S- ITS1F- new (Omelchenko et al., 2019), ITS5 (White 
et al., 1990) and u1 (Cheng et al., 2016), all shared the identi-
cal 5′- GGAAGGAGAAGTCGTAACAAGG- 3′ primer binding site 
(Figure 2). The primers ITS5 and 18S- ITS1F- new differed by two nu-
cleotides at positions six and eight, while u1 incorporated these dif-
ferences as ambiguous bases (K and R; Appendix S2). We observed 
that the primer pairs featuring the forward u1 and 18S- ITS1F- new 
had a relatively smaller total number of mismatches across all 
Streptophyta, in comparison to primer pairs utilizing ITS5, which could 
accumulate up to five mismatches for some families like for Araceae, 
Solanaceae and Brassicaceae (Figure 7). Similarly, the forward prim-
ers ITS1 (White et al., 1990) and ITS1- F- new (Drummond et al., 2021) 
shared an overlap of nine nucleotides (Figure 2). They both perfectly 
matched most seed plants and mosses, though with up to two mis-
matches for certain families. The reverse primers ITS1- F (Baamrane 
et al., 2012) and 58S- ITS1R- new (Omelchenko et al., 2019) targeted 
the same binding site GATATCCGTTGCCGAGAGT, albeit with one- 
nucleotide shift (Figure 2). They also shared 12 nucleotides with 
5.8I1 (Sun et al., 1994), which exhibited two mismatches on either 
end against seed plants (Appendix S2). We observed that the primer 
pairs best matching most Streptophyta were those with the reverse 
ITS1- F and 58S- ITS1R- new. However, we observed that the incorpo-
ration of a degenerate nucleotide (highlighted in bold) would reduce 
the number of mismatches without altering the primers' function-
ality: 58S- ITS1R- bis 5'- AGATATCCRTTGYCGAGAGT- 3′. The 13th 
nucleotide could take a degenerate nucleotide Y, though most seed 
plants from our database had a C and this may not be necessary.

3.3  |  In vitro analyses

A total of 15 primer pairs were evaluated in vitro (Figure 2). Among 
the 268 species present in the mock community, 233 were identi-
fied at the species level, 16 at the genus level (due to inter- specific 
barcodes in the reference database), while 19 were never retrieved 
with any marker (Table S5, Appendix S1). The species not referenced 
in the corresponding marker database were subtracted from the initial 
number of species in the mock community to determine the maximum 
expected number of species (Nmax) that could be retrieved by a given 
primer pair. The highest proportion of retrieved species was observed 
for the ITS2 marker, with 184 (77%) species identified, followed by 
ITS1 (71%), rbcL (58%) and trnL (53%) with 170, 143 and 109 species 
respectively (Figure 8; Table S6, Appendix S1). However, the primer 
pairs of both ITS markers showed lower species retrieval rates in the 
in vitro evaluation compared to the in silico evaluation. All primer pairs 
for the ITS1 marker exhibited similar list of species from the mock com-
munity (Figure 8), indicating homogeneity in the in silico evaluation 
and indicative of their redundancy in terms of coverage. Compared 

to the Nmax for the ITS markers (Nmax = 254	species),	the	ITS2	primer	
pair UniPlantF + UniPlantR (e) exhibited the highest species retrieval 
rate from the mock community (73%), as expected from the in silico 
evaluation (Figure 8; Table S7, Appendix S1). This primer retrieved 
15 additional species to UniPlantF +479R (d) which retrieved 69% of 

F I G U R E  8 Combined	analysis	of	Venn	diagrams	and	bar	graphs	
illustrating the species retrieval outcomes in vitro using different 
primer pairs and markers. The Venn diagrams display the number of 
species commonly and uniquely retrieved by each primer pair. The 
accompanying bar graphs provide the percentage of retrieved taxa 
at species and genus levels per primer pair relative to the maximum 
expected number of species (Nmax) per marker. Nmax represents the 
total number of species in the mock community, accounting for 
species	absent	from	a	marker's	reference	database.	(a)	58I2 + 479R;	
(b)	58I2 + uniplantR;	(c)	chenS2F + 479R;	(d)	uniplantF	+479R; (e) 
uniplantF + uniplantR; (f) ITS1- F- new +58I1; (g) ITS1- F- new +58S- 
ITS1R- new; (h) ITS1- F- new +	ITS2;	(i)	ITS5 + ITS1-	F;	(j)	ITS1 + ITS2;	
(k)	g + h;	(l)	c + h;	(m)	rbcL4 + SIRev;	(n)	aF + MrbcL163-	R1;	(o)	
357F + r556.
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    |  11 of 19ESPINOSA PRIETO et al.

the mock community at the same 62°C Ta as for the previous primer. 
Unexpectedly, primer pairs UniPlantF +479R (d)	and	ITS2-	S2F + 479R	
(c) retrieved some species within the Pinaceae family (Figure 9), con-
trary to the expectations based on the in silico results for UniPlantF + 
UniPlantR. The primer pairs a and b with the forward 5.8I2 retrieved 
the least number of species (~50%), a stark contrast from the in silico 
results. The poor performance of these primers in vitro could be at-
tributed to their poor binding properties due to the observed number 
of mismatches for some families. Within the rosids, families such as 
Brassicaceae, Fabaceae and Euphorbiaceae were missed (Figure 9) as 
they cumulated more mismatches than others (4–5 mismatches for 
primer pair b). For the ITS1, the highest retrieval rate was observed for 
primer pair i (65%) closely followed by f (62%).

In contrast, plastid primer pairs exhibited a lower retrieval rate 
at the species level compared to the ITS markers as expected by the 
in silico analysis. Nevertheless, the percentage of retrieved species 
was higher than the in silico Bs values. The highest percentages were 
observed for rbcL	when	 employing	 the	 primer	 pair	 357F + R556	 (o) 
with 37% (Nmax = 262),	and	for	trnL	using	primer	pair	c + h	(l) with 45% 
(Nmax = 222).	Each	of	the	three	rbcL primer pairs exhibited unique tax-
onomic detection capabilities, capturing a distinct subset of species, 
with 9%–12% of species exclusively retrieved by a single primer pair.

The optimal combination of markers for achieving the highest 
percentage of retrieved species consistently included ITS2 primer 

pair e (Figure 8). When comparing groups of two primer pairs, the 
highest species retrieval rate observed was 85% for e + m, though 
all combinations with e differed by at most 3%. Compared to the 
species retrieval rate of e alone (75%), the addition of another 
marker resulted in a notable 7%–10% increase in the percentage of 
retrieved species (Figure 10). Moreover, when comparing the high-
est performing combinations for groups two and three, we observed 
an additional 6% of newly retrieved species. The benefit of using all 
four markers becomes less quantifiable and more qualitative as the 
probability of detection reaches a plateau (Figure 10). The highest 
percentage of retrieved species was 97% for the combination of the 
four markers and five primer pairs e + i + l + m + o, including two rbcL 
primers pairs.

4  |  DISCUSSION

4.1  |  Which is the best marker for plant 
metabarcoding?

The research on plant eDNA metabarcoding is expanding, with new 
primers and different marker combinations being regularly pro-
posed. Yet, this also hinders the selection of the most appropriate 
primers, especially in the absence of comprehensive comparative 

F I G U R E  9 Species	retrieval	rate	of	
primer pairs in vitro, calculated as the 
ratio of the number of retrieved species to 
the total number of species per family in 
the mock community. Only families with 
two or more species are shown.
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studies. In addition, the variability of primers and markers used and 
the inconsistent nomenclature and referencing of primers in the 
literature further challenge the optimal choice. Finally, the in vitro 
evaluation of numerous primer pairs using a mock community in 
addition to in silico analyses is infrequent (Kolter et al., 2021). Our 
study offers a metabarcoding- oriented evaluation of prevailing 
primers and barcodes, with the ultimate goal of identifying optimal 
barcode combinations for contemporary plant eDNA metabarcod-
ing applications. Starting with over 100 primer combinations for 
four markers, we methodically narrowed down the selection to 15 
primer pairs through in silico analysis, subsequently subjecting them 
to in vitro testing against a mock community sample.

The sweet spot between taxonomic resolution, amplicon length 
and amplification success of target DNA inevitably requires case- 
specific answers as the expected size of DNA varies between 
environmental samples (Bylemans, Furlan, et al., 2018; Fahner 
et al., 2016) and the taxonomic resolution may differ between stud-
ies. The small size of ITS2 and rbcL barcodes evaluated here should 
be better suited for a range of eDNA applications, including studies 
with degraded eDNA such as diet analysis. However, their size is not 
viable	 for	 ancient	DNA	which	 requires	markers	below	150 bp	 like	
the trnL UAA intron (Capo et al., 2021; Revéret et al., 2023). When 
expecting	 longer	DNA	 fragments,	 between	300	 and	500 bp	 in	 an	
aquatic matrix (Bylemans, Furlan, et al., 2018; Coghlan et al., 2020; 
Drummond et al., 2021), employing longer barcodes could be advan-
tageous for enhancing taxonomic resolution.

4.2  |  Variability and redundancy of existing primers

With several bioinformatic tools to assist with primer design and 
evaluation (Boyer et al., 2016;	Elbrecht	&	Leese,	2017a), it might be 
tempting and faster to design tailored primers than to verify the litera-
ture for existing ones. However, we deliberately focused on existing 
primers in light of their abundance in the plant metabarcoding litera-
ture, and in absence of their comparative evaluation against the same 
reference database. The convergent primer designs identified from 

the literature highlights the limited availability of binding sites suitable 
for metabarcoding. This observation also confirms the universality of 
the targeted binding regions that were already used for primer de-
sign, instilling confidence in the universality of the primers evaluated 
here. A good example is the ITS1 primer designed by Omelchenko 
et al. (2019) which is an enhancement of the ITS5 primer (White 
et al., 1990) but shares identical sequence with a primer designed 
20 years	earlier	(Fuertes	Aguilar	et	al.,	1999), differing only by an ad-
ditional nucleotide at the 5′ end, which from our results only increases 
the primers' melting temperature. The conserved priming sites can 
lead to unintentional universal primer design. For instance, we found 
that Aziz et al.'s (2017) primers, originally intended for a small group 
of tropical vascular plants, turned out to be universal. In line with the 
findings of this study, several studies have proposed the integration 
of degenerate nucleotides in the pursuit of plant universal primers 
(Cheng et al., 2016;	Kolter	&	Gemeinholzer,	2021). Animal metabar-
coding primers with degenerate bases typically recovered up to 90% 
of the taxa present in a sample (Brandon- Mong et al., 2015; Elbrecht 
&	Leese,	2015; Leray et al., 2013). Our ePCR and mock community 
results showed that some extent of primer degeneracy enhances spe-
cies recovery, as for UniPlantF + UniplantR which outperformed the 
similar UniPlantF +479R without degenerate nucleotides. The number 
of mismatches without degenerate bases could bias the recovery of 
taxa towards those with a perfect match (Ficetola et al., 2010; Piñol 
et al., 2015; Sipos et al., 2007). This demonstrates that reducing the 
number of mismatches by incorporating degenerate nucleotides in-
creases the overall performance of the primer pair, in agreement with 
previous	studies	(Elbrecht	&	Leese,	2017b; Krehenwinkel et al., 2017). 
However, some studies argued that this superiority may increase the 
risk of non- target amplification (Deagle et al., 2014).

4.3  |  Considerations for plastid markers

Despite being recognized as a fundamental barcoding marker for 
land plants, with well- documented reference databases (Weigand 
et al., 2019; Wilkinson et al., 2017), we omitted the matK marker 

F I G U R E  1 0 Percentage	of	retrieved	species	in	vitro	relative	to	the	total	number	of	species	identified	in	the	mock	community	(n = 233).	
The barplot displays the top six primer pairs with the highest number of retrieved species, as well as all possible combinations. The primer 
pairs and combinations are arranged in ascending order, from single primer pairs to sets of five primer pairs, with increasing values within 
each grouping.
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from our analysis since metabarcoding studies reported poor ampli-
fication success (poor recovery and taxonomic coverage), long am-
plicons and inconsistent taxonomic resolution (Fahner et al., 2016; 
Yang et al., 2016).

The trnL	primer	pair	g + h	exhibits	high	coverage	and	generates	
short ~50 bp	 amplicons	 for	 vascular	 plants,	 making	 it	 a	 preferred	
choice for environmental samples with highly degraded DNA, such 
as in diet and ancient DNA studies (Taberlet et al., 2007; Valentini, 
Miquel, et al., 2009; Willerslev et al., 2014). However, our ePCR and 
mock	community	results	showed	that	primer	pair	c + h	amplified	an	
equal number of species while exhibiting higher taxonomic resolu-
tion, probably due to the additional ~100 bp.	This	echoes	earlier	ob-
servations in eDNA studies using this primer pair for contemporary 
plant studies (Varotto et al., 2021; Yang et al., 2016), supporting its 
continued use in future eDNA research (Table 1).

We observed for all rbcL primer pairs broad coverage across the 
taxonomically rich plastid database with less than three mismatches, 
and highly conserved amplicon lengths. These observations collec-
tively contribute to improving the success of both PCR and sequenc-
ing processes, aligning with the constrained evolution of the rbcL. We 
identified 16 primer pairs used for metabarcoding, among the most 
popular	are	rbcL-	af + SIRev,	rbcL-	af + rbcLa-	R,	rbcL-	aF + rbcLR506	and	
rbcL2 + rbcLa-	R	 (Kress	&	Erickson,	2007; Palmieri et al., 2009) gen-
erating	barcodes	exceeding	500 bp.	These	long	barcodes	may	be	ill-	
suited for some eDNA metabarcoding studies, though they yielded 
higher	Bs	values,	for	example	28%	for	600 bp	barcodes	against	19%	
for	330 bp	 for	 the	same	region	and	with	 the	same	reverse	primers.	
However, we focused on primer pairs that generated whole small bar-
codes (<300 bp)	in	line	with	the	prevalence	of	small	fragments	of	eDNA	
and to take advantage of standard sequencing services (mainly paired 

TA B L E  1 Recommended	primer	pairs	with	the	suggested	modifications	from	this	study	(bold	letters)	and	the	original	design	sources.

Marker Pair Primer name Direction Primer sequence (5′➔3′) Design study

rbcL m rbcL4 Forward CTTACCAGYCTTGATCGTTACAAAGG Erickson et al. (2017)

SIRev Reverse GTAAAATCAAGTCCACCRCG Kress et al. (2009)

rbcL4- bis Forward CTTACBAGYCTTGATCGTTAYAAAGG This work

SIRev- bis Reverse GTRAAATCAAGBCCACCRCG This work

n rbcL- aF Forward ATGTCACCACAAACAGAGACTAAAGC Hasebe et al. (1994)

MrbcL163- R1 Reverse CGGTCCAYACAGYBGTCCAKGTACC Ivanova et al. (2016)

rbcL- aF- bis Forward ATGTCACCAMAAACAGARACTAAAGC This work

rbcL163- bis Reverse GTCCAHACDGTKGTCCAYGTACC This work

o 357F FORWARD CATTGTRGGTAATGTATTTGG Aziz et al. (2017)

556R Reverse ACATTCATAAACHGCYCTACC Aziz et al. (2017)

357F- bis Forward ATTGTRGGTAAYGTDTTTGG This work

556R- bis Reverse ACAYTCATAAMMHGCYCTACC This work

trnL k g Forward GGGCAATCCTGAGCCAA Taberlet et al. (2007)

l c Forward CGAAATCGGTAGACGCTACG Taberlet et al. (1991)

k, l h Reverse CCATTGAGTCTCTGCACCTATC Taberlet et al. (1991)

g- bis Forward GGGYAATCCTGAGCCAA This work

c- bis Forward CGRAATYGGTAGACGCTACG This work

h- bis Reverse CCDTYGAGTCTCTGCACCTATC This work

ITS1 g ITS1- F- new Forward GTCGTAACAAGGTTTCCGTAGGT Drummond et al. (2021)

58S- ITS1R- new Reverse AGATATCCGTTGCCGAGAGT Omelchenko et al. (2019)

58S- ITS1R- bis Reverse AGATATCCRTTGYCGAGAGT This work

u1 Forward GGAAGKARAAGTCGTAACAAGG Cheng et al. (2016)

ITS2 e UniplantF Forward TGTGAATTGCARRATYCMG Moorhouse- Gann 
et al. (2018)

UniplantR Reverse CCCGHYTGAYYTGRGGTCDC Moorhouse- Gann 
et al. (2018)

UniplantF- bis Forward TGYGAATTGCAKRATYCCG This work

UniplantR- bis Reverse CYYGYCTGAYCTGRGGTCDC This work

ITS- 3p62plF1 Forward ACBTRGTGTGAATTGCAGRATC Kolter et al. (2021)

ITS- 4unR1 Reverse TCCTCCGCTTATTKATATGC Kolter et al. (2021)
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150 bp	NGS	sequencing).	For	instance,	the	primer	pair	rbcL4 + SIRev	
amplified	 334 bp	 and	 showed	 the	 highest	 coverage	 and	 specificity	
from our ePCR and in vitro results and was successfully used in plant–
pollinator interactions (Khansaritoreh et al., 2020; Tanaka et al., 2020) 
and product composition studies (Handy et al., 2021) supporting its 
continued use (Table 1). When comparing the two primer pairs ampli-
fying the smallest rbcL barcodes tested here, we demonstrated that 
primer	pair	357F + R556	was	superior	to	rbcL-	af + MrbcL163-	R1	both	
in silico and in vitro, but can recommend both as they target com-
plementary regions of the rbcL (Table 1). The latter generated the 
barcodes with the lowest species- level resolution in both evaluations, 
demonstrating that the first 163 nucleotides on the 5′ end of the rbcL 
gene, part of the rbcLa region of the gene, are well conserved within 
families compared to the middle sections of the gene (rbcL b region). 
Our results are consistent with previous observations suggesting that 
the rbcL b's region was better suited for barcoding, partly because it 
is more variable (Dong et al., 2014). We advocate for the evaluation 
of barcodes from the rbcL b region as alternative candidates for me-
tabarcoding. We need not start from scratch as reference databases 
are the same and the reverse primers evaluated here could be repur-
posed as forward primers paired with the reverse rbclbR designed by 
Dong et al. (2014).

4.4  |  Considerations for nrDNA ITS markers

The high coverage of ITS1 observed in silico comes at the cost of long 
barcodes (>700 bp)	for	non-	flowering	land	plants	(mosses,	ferns	and	
gymnosperms). This significant length may not be suitable for envi-
ronmental samples containing highly fragmented DNA, and it may 
also pose challenges for standard sequencing technologies, which 
typically	 cover	 a	 range	of	200–500 bp.	Based	on	 the	ePCR	 results,	
the forward ITS1 primer u1 (Cheng et al., 2016) was the best alterna-
tive and recommended (Table 1) over ITS5 (White et al., 1990) and 
18S- ITS1F- new (Omelchenko et al., 2019), because it accounts for the 
differences between both using degenerate nucleotides. However, by 
design, u1 can still perfectly match fungi sequences in silico and should 
be paired with plant- specific reverse primers to preclude undesired 
co- amplifications (Cheng et al., 2016;	Kolter	&	Gemeinholzer,	2021). 
From our results, we also recommend primer ITS1- F- new (Drummond 
et al., 2021) as an alternative to u1 (Table 1). This primer does not 
require degenerate nucleotides to match most Streptophyta and laps 
over u1 and ITS1 (White et al., 1990), avoiding altogether the stable 
hairpin of ITS1 (Kolter et al., 2021). The hairpin structure of ITS1 was 
not hindering in our study because we used a 68°C Ta which is above 
its melting temperature. Together with the previously recommended 
forward primers, we suggest the use of the following reverse primer 
58S- ITS1R- bis 5′- AGATATCCRTTGYCGAGAGT- 3′ (Table 1) which is 
a modification of ITS1- F (Baamrane et al., 2012) and 58S- ITS1R- new 
(Omelchenko et al., 2019).

The ITS2 primer pair UniPlantF + UniPlantR (Moorhouse- Gann 
et al., 2018) showed promising outcomes in both our in silico and 
in vitro evaluations, and in accordance with prior research findings 

supporting its continued use (Table 1) (Castle et al., 2020; Kolter 
&	 Gemeinholzer,	 2021; Meyer et al., 2020; Moorhouse- Gann 
et al., 2022; and except Timpano et al., 2020). During our in silico 
evaluation, we did not retrieve Kolter et al. (2021) work on ITS2 
primers,	and	the	primer	pair	ITS-	3p62plF1 + ITS-	4unR1	developed	
therein could not be evaluated in our study. Primer ITS- 3p62plF1 
overlaps UniPlantF and is an alternative to the commonly used 
ITS2- S2F (Chen et al., 2010), which perfectly matched most taxa 
from our database during in silico analysis. The incorporation of 
degenerate nucleotides proposed by Kolter et al. (2021) aligns 
with our observations regarding ITS2- S2F, potentially enhancing 
the	 primer's	 universality.	 Their	 primer	 pair	 ITS-	3p62plF1 + ITS-	
4unR1 should be a valuable contribution to eDNA metabarcoding 
but remain to be used in eDNA studies to ascertain its effective-
ness (Table 1).

4.5  |  The more the better? The advantages of a 
multi- marker approach

Assessing and comparing primer pairs are only half of the equa-
tion. Our findings underscore the requirement of a multi- marker 
approach to enhance species- level taxonomic resolution. While 
the ITS2 emerges from our results as an indispensable marker 
for seed plants, it falls short for other Streptophyta taxa such 
as horsetails, mosses and ferns. In this regard, the higher com-
plementarity between ITS2 and rbcL yielded superior species 
retrieval rates than the more congruent ITS2 and ITS1. For bio-
monitoring and contemporary ecological studies targeting most 
land plants, we suggest the rbcL as it offers small barcodes and su-
perior complementarity. The rbcL amplified and identified species 
of mosses and other seedless vascular plants in both evaluations 
as it is known to have superior inter- specific genetic variability for 
these groups (Dong et al., 2014; Li et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2010). In 
contrast, the ITS2 has superior species- level taxonomic resolution 
for seed plants (Fahner et al., 2016;	 Prosser	&	Hebert,	2017). A 
three- marker approach, while costlier, increased species retrieval 
by 6% from our mock community with ITS2, rbcL, and ITS1 com-
pared	to	ITS2 + rbcL. In addition to the superior probability of re-
trieving a species, the increased congruence over a breadth of taxa 
instils greater confidence in detection. Additionally, in scenarios 
with incomplete reference databases, the use of three or four 
markers would be beneficial as it increases the probability that 
the species is represented in at least one database. However, a 
multi- marker approach does not compensate for the necessity for 
a curated regional reference database for taxonomic assignment, 
particularly if species- level assignment is required. Bioinformatic 
pipelines could enhance interpretability by integrating confidence 
indices. For instance, incorporating prior- known marker bias to a 
group of taxa or weighing species similarities between markers 
can assist in multi- marker metabarcoding studies. This approach 
would benefit eDNA biodiversity assessments and increase adop-
tion by practitioners seeking standard and comprehensive results.
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4.6  |  Perspectives

By comparing new combinations of primers, re- evaluating estab-
lished ones, suggesting changes and identifying functional combi-
nations of markers we contribute to laying the foundations for the 
standardization of plant metabarcoding. We strongly advocate for 
the use of the same markers and primers across studies to facilitate 
comparability, transferability and reproducibility. It should help us 
gain a better understanding of the underlying processes of eDNA in 
different environments by reducing the stochasticity due to the mo-
lecular tools. The standardization of markers and primers has major 
implications for biodiversity monitoring as we cannot afford differ-
ences between studies to be defined by the improper selection of 
markers and primers.
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